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1. - Meting with C
	

7,3  and t: 	 May 16, 1957 - 11 pm.
The meeting was held for the pirpose of orienting the undersigned

on his duties in SR3/iip and his duties as UErainian coordinator. (3

CI -11gave a brief background of the work with the Ukrainian emigration

and the problems incurred in coordinating the activities of all the

Sections concerned. He also outlined the following points in future

Ukrainian coordination:

a. The Uk Coordinator will keep a log on all the peattagt hadts
with contact agents by the various Sections concerned. It
will be their responsibility to pre pare contact reports, a
copy of which will be filed with UU.

b. The UC will keep a log of all phone calls, informal meetings,
and inter-sectional meetings re the Ukrainian projects.
This will be done in order to keep the UC informed of all
problems, and to facilitate later recall of decisions and
agreements.

c. The UC will maintain a log on all Uke problems which come
in the course of the month. This log will be used for
reference and for briefing purposes at the monthly inter-
sectional meeting of all personnel working on Uke projects.

d. The UC primary coordination activity will cover 5R3/W3, (CE)
4000, SR/PP (Pe), and SR/7 (Redsox) and any other

sections working with the Ukrainian emigration.

e. The UC will be responsible of informing the field case
officer in MUNI of all activities re the Ukes at Hqs. This
will necessitate regular informative or explanatory dis-
patches.

2. C.,	 suggested that the UC become acquAinted with the AEQUOR

case, and become better acquainted with the personnel and activities of

(FI,AEACRE); SR/PP; and SR7/ Redsox. He will facilitate intro-

duction to the chief personnel.

3. Other problems discussed included the original memo on "Coordination

of Ukrainian Affairs" (10 Dec 56) and the problem of bringing it up to date

and disseminating it to the people concerned. (.1.	_Doable re

the proposed budget cut was also discussed and it was dcheided to send a
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dispatch instead and explain more fully to the field the reasons for the cut

and our proposals re the budget for the new fiscal . year 1958.
out

made the suggestion that instead of cutting/the budget of

Ukrainskiv Samostivniko the former should be amalgamated with the Suchasna

Ukraina. This was approved and would be incorporated into the dispatch

whichC	 imuld prepare lbw the field.
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